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Welcome to

KELLY'S
MAGICAL
GARDEN
Meet the "Gardener"
Growing up in a haunted 19th Century home
in Hummelstown, PA, Kelly learned at an early
age of her ability to communicate with the
"other side". This ability, like any gift or talent, has evolved considerably over
the years. A graduate of The York Academy of Arts, she had a successful career
in the advertising field before forsaking the corporate world to devote her
energies to the metaphysical subjects that have long fascinated her. In 1997,
KELLY’S MAGICAL GARDEN was opened to offer her unique products and
services; Kelly is a gifted psychic-medium who uses her intuitive powers to
assist others in many ways, including finding their own path in life.
The products offered by Kelly's Magical Garden have gained a strong and loyal
following. Though her market has expanded greatly through national advertising and her website, both launched in 1999, Kelly continues to produce all
products herself, thereby charging each with her own magical energy.
Kelly conducts paranormal investigations with her husband, and in 1996
founded the Capital Ghost Forum (now Spirit Society of PA). Kelly helps
people understand who is haunting their residence or business and why, and
can often assist an earthbound spirit in moving on. Her skills as a Medium and
Ghosthunter have been highlighted in numerous television and radio appearances and in magazines and newspapers. TV credits include Fox's 1999 Documentary "The Pennsylvania Ghost Project", MTV's "Fear", The Sally-Jessy
Raphael Show and Discovery Channel's "A Haunting". She is a regional investigator for The American Ghost Society and a member of The Academy of
Religion and Psychical Research. Also a writer, Kelly's articles have appeared
in several paranormal publications and her first book, Whispers In the Attic Living With the Dead, was published in June 2004.
For over 20 years, Kelly has worked with nature's energies to manifest positive changes in her life. A Reiki Master, and Certified Aromatherapist, she has
also been initiated into the healing rites of Pa'Chu Mama (Earth Mother). An
accomplished public speaker, Kelly regularly lectures on a variety of metaphysical and paranormal subjects at local colleges and organizations. She and
her artist husband share a love of history, the paranormal and nature. They
relish the serenity of their garden and are the devoted “parents” of several
canine and feline companions.
"Ever since I was a little girl, I've been fascinated with the unseen world. Always using my creative nature to its fullest, I have intensely studied Spirit
Communication, Nature and Her Elements. Intuition and Dream Interpretation play major roles in my life, as do Herbs, Crystals and Gemstones."

Kelly’s Magical Garden offers Aromatherapy products for your spiritual
quest. Delightful oils to calm and soothe you, or to give you courage and
balance. Dip into a luscious, fragrant bubble bath, or comfort the aches
and pains with the powerful healing oils for the body. Carry an herbal
charm for luck, romance, money and more.
Would you like to learn more about yourself? Why not treat yourself to
an Intuitive Reading. There are many services to choose from. One is
right for you. Small gatherings are also available.
Enhance your spirit by enrolling in the intimate workshops designed
with you in mind. Many subjects are offered. Small groups lend to deep
learning and understanding. What are you waiting for? YOUR SPIRIT
IS CALLING!
Magical Aromatherapy is a time honored practice which has only recently been rediscovered, a gift from the past ages which we can use to
improve our lives.
We can work with the precious scents of flowers, leaves, seeds, and woods
to expand our ability to sense love within ourselves and to return it to
others. Specific fragrances draw prosperity into our lives. Aromas are
useful in heightening spirituality, sharpening psychic awareness and
creating restful sleep. Certain scents increase physical energy and mental
alertness, reduce the effects of stress and guard our bodies.
All of these wonders and more can be found through the art of Magical
Aromatherapy.

• If you are pregnant, please consult Kelly before using any of
these products.
• Aromatherapy is not a substitute for medical advice. Consult
with your doctor if you have any questions.

Please Note:
Hours by
Appointment Only

Order Form - Kelly's Magical Garden
• Ph. Orders: 717-737-7623, 9am-5pm ET, Mon-Sat • www.kellysmagicalgarden.com

Ordered by/Ship to:

Name____________________________________________________
Add______________________________________________________

P

City_______________________________________________________

L

St______ Zip_____________________________________

E

Daytime Ph (

)________________________________

Evening Ph (
)_________________________________
Method of payment:
[ ] Mail Check or money order payable to:
Kelly's Magical Garden
43 Essex Road
Camp Hill, PA 17011
[ ] MC

VISA [ ] (Check One)

Qty. Item Name (If Oil, state Size)

Price Ea.

Total

A
S
E
P
R
I

Signature (Required) _____________________________

N

Exp. Date ____/_____ Issuing Bank __________________

T

Charge Order Minimum is $10.00

Item #

Shipping & Handling:
Up to $10
$3.75
$10.01 to $20 - $4.95
$20.01 to $35 - $5.95
$35.01 to $50 - $6.95
$50.01 to $75 - $8.00
$75.01 to $100 - $9.50
Over $100.01 - $12.50

(Calculate on Merchandise Total)
Note: Not required for taped readings

Merchandise Total
Shipping/Handling (See chart)
PA Residents Add 6% Sales Tax

ORDER TOTAL

Thanks for your order! - Kelly

How to Order
MAIL ORDER (MC/VISA, Check, Money Order Accepted):
Fill out the order form, making check or money order payable to Kelly's
Magical Garden, or include your Visa or Mastercard Info. Sorry - No
COD's; DO NOT send Cash. Mail to: Kelly's Magical Garden, 43
Essex Rd. Camp Hill, PA 17011
E-MAIL (MC/VISA Accepted):
Include all information required on the order form, including credit
card numbers; e-mail to: weaviate@aol.com
PHONE (MC/VISA Accepted):
Call Kelly's Magical Garden @ 717-737-7623, from 9am-5pm ET, Mon.Sat. If I am out, please leave a message with your name, phone (w/
area code) and best time to call, and your call will be returned as soon
as possible.

Policies

Please Note: Hours
by Appointment Only

• All product orders will be shipped within 10 business days.
• In some cases, Intuitive Readings may take longer than
10 business days from receipt. (Depending on volume of
readings ahead of yours) You'll be notified if your reading
will take longer than 2 weeks. (To ensure best accuracy,
Kelly must limit the number of readings she does each week)
• Great care is taken to pack your merchandise, however if
an order is damaged in shipment, you must notify Kelly's
Magical Garden within 48 hours of receipt. The damaged
items, along with your receipt, must be returned before a
replacement order is shipped. You will be reimbursed for
return shipping costs.
• Oils are NOT returnable.
• $25 Fee on all returned checks.
• Please include daytime & evening phone numbers in case of
any questions regarding your order.

Thank You!
Thank you for your interest in my products. They are all infused
with the same care and magical energy I use when making them
for myself. Please feel free to contact me if you desire a recommendation for a special need.

INTUITIVE SERVICES

Connecting with the Other Side - How A Medium Works

If we accept that dying is not the end of our existence, just the end of the body
that carried our consciousness and that our soul survives and exists somewhere else, then it might be possible to make contact with that consciousness
and all the emotions and memories that made that person what they were.
Where are they? Not as far away as some would think! The world of spirit
exists all around us, but just out of our reach. It may be better to think of it as
a dimension rather than a place. Most believe that this world
exists on a different vibration of our own. It helps to think of it as a different
frequency, much like a radio has different frequencies. The medium has learned
to attune to this different and higher frequency or vibration. Likewise, those
in the spirit world can tune into us, it is this joint effort that enables communication.
When Kelly sits with a client, she is in a highly receptive state. Our spirit family
and friends can see and hear us, they probably have even come with you to
your appointment! Mediums have the ability to slow down and
alter their perception, raising their awareness to a subtle energy that allows
them to perceive the messages from the spirit world.
This contact is often referred to as “making a link”. The medium has made a
request for a communicator to come forward. Once a link is established, the
spirit person will often want to prove their identity. The “communicator” will
transmit thoughts about themselves to the medium, the medium will then be
able to interpret these thoughts and describe the person back to the client. In
order to do this, the medium must easily be able to attune to the spirit world.
A medium usually has a variety of psychic skills, but the underlying purpose
is to prove the existence of life after death, to console and advise others and to
further develop their own spirituality. Some like Kelly, are born with this gift,
others can learn to develop the abilities.
Kelly commonly works with mental pictures, and symbolic images. Think of
it as a cryptic puzzle. For example if the medium is shown water, it could be
that the spirit person had connections with water in his or her life, such as
being in the navy or coastguard. A medium cannot force a spirit to communicate upon demand.

Kelly offers a Variety of Readings for Your Spiritual Quest:
CONNECT WITH YOUR LOVED ONE This reading will help heal your heart
and give you peace about your loved ones on the other side. You are asked to
bring a few photos of the person you wish to connect with to the session. One
loved one is contacted per appointment. Cost per person, per session is $70.
MEET YOUR SPIRIT GUIDES AND ANGELS In this session, you will be given
guidance by your angels and guides. You will be astounded by the messages
you receive. You will hear about your past, present and where you’re headed in
the near future. Cost is $50. per person.
(Continued on following page)

ANIMAL COMMUNICATION If your pet has passed over to the other side,
or is still here on earth and you are curious as to what they have to “say”, Kelly
can help. Her love of animals makes it very easy for her to communicate with
your furry friends. Please bring photos to this appointment, bringing the “beastie”
isn’t necessary unless prior arrangements have been made. Cost: $50. per pet.
PAST LIFE READING Who were you in another life? Why do you do what
you do? What are your fears? What patterns keep emerging over and over?
Most likely it stems from your past life and how you lived and died. Kelly
will explore a past life for you in this unique reading session. Cost is $55
per person
(Private and Group sessions are available for all of the above readings.)
DO YOU THINK YOU HAVE A GHOST? Kelly is the founder of the Spirit
Society of PA (Formerly CGF), serving the Harrisburg, PA. Region. It’s an “AA”
for people who have had encounters with the spirit world or who are just
fascinated with the other side*. Kelly and her husband John have years of
experience in investigating the paranormal. She has been featured on many
television and radio shows, and in magazine & newspaper articles spotlighting her psychic skills during ghost investigations. The Weavers are contributing authors to several paranormal publications.
Private Ghost Investigations may include a fee to cover equipment & travel
expenses. You will receive copies of the photos/video/audio tape that are made
during the investigation. Privacy is assured, if desired.
*If you are interested in attending our Spirit Society of PA monthly meetings, please
join us the second Monday of every month, 7 pm, at the New Cumberland Senior
Citizens Center There are no “dues”, but a $4.00 donation for bldg rental & other
expenses is requested. All are welcome. www.spiritsocietyofpa.com

Readings: Scheduling and Payment Information
All Readings can be done via phone or mail using photographs. Add an additional $5.00 to cover the cost of the tape and shipping/handling.
All sessions are done by APPOINTMENT ONLY. Readings by phone require
an appointment. Please allow 4-5 weeks for your mailed reading to be completed. Photos are returned with your completed reading.
A 50% deposit is required for a group session. Maximum clients per session is
5. All sessions are done at Kelly’s Magical Garden in Camp Hilll, PA.
•In order to schedule your appointment, Kelly will need your
full name, address, day and evening phone.
•Payment methods are cash, check, master card or visa
•Bring a blank cassette tape if you wish your reading recorded
•The office is open 10 minutes prior to your appointment time. Please call
24-48 hours ahead if you are unable to keep your appointment.
All sessions are held at
KELLY'S MAGICAL GARDEN • 43 Essex Road, Camp Hill, PA 17011
717-737-7623 www.kellysmagicalgarden.com E-Mail: weaviate@aol.com
•Please Call or E-Mail us for Directions

Oils For Positive Energy
These special oils will work on increasing the positive energies around you.
Wear them to enhance whatever it is you are working on in your life. You
will feel the power and the change.
Available sizes:

10 ml - $12.00

5 ml - $6.00

•Empowerment - With Cedarwood and Thyme
•Completeness - With Orange and Chamomile
•Cooperation - With Lime, Ylang Ylang and Chamomile
•Enlightment - With Rosewood and Fennel
•Euphoria - With Ylang Ylang and Clary Sage
•Expansion - With Lavender, Geranium and Clary Sage
•Direction - With Marjoram, Cedarwood and Cypress
•Encouragement - With Lemon Grass and Orange
•Flexibility - With Geranium, Lavender and Lemon Grass
•Growth - With Orange and Fennel
•Focus - With Cedarwood and Lemon Grass
•Fulfillment - With Rosewood and Clary Sage
•Guidance - With Juniper & Orange
•Healers Blend - With Lavender, Chamomile and Geranium
•Inner Peace - With Cypress and Lavender
•Motivation - With Orange and Lemon Grass
•Patience - With Rosewood and Fir Needle
•Purpose - With Patchouli and Cedarwood
•Security - With Clary Sage and Cedarwood
•Self Worth - With Patchouli and Orange
•Stability - With Rosemary and Geranium
•Transformation - With Geranium and Clary Sage
•Strength - With Lemon Grass and Clary Sage
•Truth - With Eucalyptus and Lemon Grass
•Willpower - With Cypress and Clary Sage
•Understanding - With Chamomile and Cypress
•Wisdom - With Rosewood and Juniper

In Tune With The Moon
Since antiquity, the moon has cast an enchantment upon those who walk
below it. Working with the moon can give us a wonderful sense of power.
It is beautiful in any form. Behold the magic of her beams.
Available sizes:

10 ml - $12.00

5 ml - $6.00

•Whispers of the Moon - With Lavender and Lemon Grass
•Moon Magic - With Clary Sage, Lemon Grass and Lavender
•Inner Journey - With Orange Blossoms and Clary Sage
•Sacred Space - With Peppermint and Rosemary
•Wise Woman - With Cedarwood and Ylang-Ylang
•Earth - With Patchouli and Fir Needle
•Air - With Fennel and Peppermint
•Fire - With Orange Blossoms and Jumiper Berries
•Water - With Lavender, Lemon and Rosewood

Herbal Charms
The basis of herb magic - and all magic - is
the power! The power has worn many names
and forms throughout the centuries.
The power is that which generated and
maintained the universe. It is the power that
germinates seeds, raises winds and spins our
planet. It is the energy behind birth and
death. Everything in the universe was created by it, contains a bit of it and is answerable to it.
A charm bag is a colorful cloth filled with enchanted herbs, essential oils,
and ancient symbols. Each herb, oil and symbol are very powerful in their
own right. When the mixture is placed together, the power is ten fold.
These small bags may be carried with you in your purse or pocket, in your
automobile, under you pillow, or placed anywhere you need to feel their
power!
All charm bags are $ 4.00 each. Choose from any of the following:
# HC 1 - Love and Romance

# HC 21 - Psychic Awareness

# HC 2 - Personal Protection

# HC 22 - Prophetic Dreams

# HC 3 - Health

# HC 23 - Nightmare Prevention

# HC 4 - Angel Contact

# HC 24 - Protection for the home

# HC 5 - Prosperity

# HC 25 - Strength

# HC 6 - Good Luck

# HC 26 - Victory

# HC 7 - Travel

# HC 27 - Wishes

# HC 8 - Dieting

# HC 28 - Animal Protection

# HC 9 - Break Bad Habits

# HC 29 - Wisdom

# HC 10 - Employment

# HC 30 - Creativity

# HC 11 - Anger Management

# HC- 31 - Change

# HC 12 - Business Success

# HC 32 - Gardening

# HC 13 - Courage

# HC 33 - Grounding

# HC 14 - Divination

# HC 34 - Magical Power

# HC 15 - Gambling

# HC 35 - Peace

# HC 16 - Friendship

# HC 36 - Meditation

# HC 17 - Gossip Management

# HC 37 - Psychic Attack (prevention)
# HC 18 - Heartbreak Management # HC 38 - Spirit Guide
# HC 19 - Legal Matters
# HC 39 - Fertility
# HC 20 - Mental Powers

# HC 40 - Communication

For the
Heavenly
Body
Bath and Body Wash - These are delightfully scented with pure essential
oils to create your many moods. Use as a body wash, or as a bubble bath.
Simply Luxurious! Small - (4 ounce)- $8.50 Large - (1 ounce) $14.00
Bath Salts - These are packaged in fun colors, and are also scented to
enhance your moods with pure essential oils - (1 cup) $3.50 each Good
for 1 delightful bath!
** When ordering, list the product # then Indicate Sm, Lg or BS (Bath
Salts). For Number 41, add the name of oil you want used.
#33 - Stress Buster - The stress relieving powers of Lavender and Rose
Geranium .
#34 - Silly Nilly - Have kids? This calms them down in a hurry. This is
a stress buster for kids! With Geranium and Lavender.
#35 - Lavender Heart - The lovely scent of Lavender will calm you down
and fill the bathroom with a delightful fragrance.
#36 - The Woodlands - A forest blend of Cypress, Cedarwood and
Patchouli. You’ll feel like you just stepped out of the woods.
#37 - Herbal Bouquet - The scent of Basil, Fennel, Lemon Grass and
Peppermint will surround you with this soothing bath.
#38 - The South Sea - A romantic blend of Ylang-Ylang, Orange Blossoms and Cedarwood. Simply divine!
#39 - Angel Contact - What a way to start or end any day. This powerful
wash is filled with Orange Blossoms and Rose Geranium to bring the
angels by your side.
#40 - Garden Breeze - Creates a mood of love. Hints of Clary Sage, YlangYlang and Cedarwood
#41 - Choose from any of the perfumed oils you would like to have made into
a body wash or bath salt package.

Hand-Blended
Aromatherapy Oils
For your Spiritual Quest

These original hand-blended oils are derived from all
natural ingredients, and can be used as a perfume or to
anoint your candles and charms. Each blend is beautifully packaged in a cobalt blue bottle and is ready to use.
These oils will produce a magical experience for your
body, mind and spirit. Feel the Power.
Your oils are available in the following sizes:

•5 ml. - Starting at $5.00
•10 ml. - Starting at $10.00

THE GARDEN'S
FAVORITE
PICKS!
Angel Contact

A splendid blend of Orange Blossoms and Rose Geranium. You feel the
angels come to your side. Some say their face tingles. Others feel more at
peace. My husband and I wear this daily. It makes you feel more protected and safe. Aura photos were taken before and after the application
of this special oil and the result was a large mass of bright white light
where there had been red energy just moments before!
#ang 10 ml- $10.00 5 ml- $5.00

Spirit Guide

This oil is absolutely fabulous. A special bouquet of magical oils. Your
spirit guides can communicate with you easier when you wear this blend.
This contains Lavender, Chamomile, Frankincense, Rosemary, Rosewood,
and Lemon. Your energy changes in minutes. Aura photos were taken
before and after I put on this oil, and you can clearly see my three guides
( balls of light) above my head, where there had been a mass of yellow
light a few seconds ago. Everyone who sees these photos are convinced
of the oils powers. #spi Available in 10 ml Only - $12.00 each

Healing Spirit

This oil doesn’t stay on the shelves long! A powerful combination of
Lavender, Clary Sage and Cypress. Lavender promotes happiness and
love, Clary Sage brings you euphoria, the courage to move forward, and
Cypress gives you the comfort and the healing necessary to think more
positively. Great oil to ward off negativity. Smells Great! An aphrodisiac
as well!
#hea 10ml- $12.00 5ml- $6.00

Comfort

I cannot say enough on how this oil helps with depression and grief.
Cypress has been used throughout time for sadness and grief. A few
drops will help to comfort you and get you to a “better place” in your
mind. Highly recommended by those experiencing loss.
#com 10ml- $12.00 5ml- $6.00

Love and
Romance
#1 - Isis - The soft scent of
Ylang- Ylang brings you the
sense of peace and love. This is a baby powder scent. Also use this oil for
its aphrodisiac qualities.
10ml-$12.00
5 ml- $6.00
#2 - Softly Sensual - The romantic scent of Lavender mixed with the
aphrodisiac Clary Sage makes this a powerful blend. Watch out when
wearing this! You’ll turn heads for sure.
10ml- $10.00
5ml- $5.00
#3 - Aphrodite - Wear this oil when you want to attract romance into your
life. Ylang-Ylang is touched by Lavender in this soft and quiet delight.
10ml- $10.00
5ml- $5.00

Pet Blessing
Spot
Cat

In memory of
Bo-Bo 1983-2000

Telbut
#pb - Pet Blessing - Who doesn’t want the best for their beloved animals?
Place a few drops of this specially formulated oil on your companions
daily for health and positive energy. This oil contains Fir Needle and
Peppermint. Makes them smell good too! (Special thanks to my "Kids"
who posed for the above illustrations)
10ml- $10.00
5ml- $5.00

Stress Relievers
and Calming
#4 - Chill - Calms you down when you experience panic attacks and nervousness. A
relaxing blend of Frankincense, Marjoram
and Lavender. 10ml- $10.00
5ml- $5.00
#5 - Quiet Time - The light scent of Lavender is wonderful for meditation and quieting the chatter from your mind.
10ml- $10.00
5ml- $5.00
#6 - Utopia - This will make you very peaceful and relaxed. An out of
this world blend of Ylang-Ylang, Cedarwood & Orange Blossoms. Zone
Out! 10ml- $12 00
5ml- $6.00
#7 - Happy Days - Wear this oil when you are feeling down in the
dumps. Revives you with the euphoric Clary Sage, Lemon Grass & Orange Blossoms. You’ll be smiling in no time!
10ml- $10.00
5ml- $5.00
#8 - Anger Release - This powerful oil helps you deal with anger on
many levels. Chamomile and Lavender are mixed with a bit of Lemon.
10ml- $10.00
5ml- $5.00
#9 - Sweet Dreams - The soft aroma of Lavender and Chamomile will
help you drift off to sleep and protect you from bad dreams.
10ml- $10.00 5ml- $5.00
#10 - Queen of the Water - Wear for stress relief
and comfort. This has Orange Blossoms, Peppermint and Lemon Grass. 10ml- $10.00 5ml$5.00
#11 - Professor’s Blend - Do you get stressed
out trying to remember things or does
someone you know have a hard time
concentrating or studying? This great
combination of Rosemary , Basil and
Lemon Grass goes back to the ancient
times. You’ll enhance your memory and
concentration. 10ml- $10.00 5ml- $5.00

Healing and
Personal
Growth
#12 - Self Confidence - Wear when you need an extra boost to your self
esteem. Contains Orange Blossom, Lemon Grass and Clary Sage.
10ml-$10.00 5ml- $5.00
#13 - Courage - The mighty herb Thyme is mixed with Lemon Grass to
bring you strength and courage. 10ml-$10.00 5ml- $5.00
#14 - Healing Earth - This oil promotes healing on all levels of your body,
mind and spirit. Good when you are having a lot of change. Made with
Cypress, Patchouli, and Clary Sage. 10ml-$10.00 5ml- $5.00
#15 - Creativity - Euphoric Clary Sage brings vivid dreams and is VERY
POWERFUL in transforming thoughts into being. 10ml-$10.00 5ml$5.00
#16 - Fearless - Wear when you need an extra boost of confidence and
courage for performance stress. Good for athletes and performers. A blend
of Cedarwood & Orange Blossoms. 10ml-$10.00 5ml- $5.00
#17 - Personal Protection - Rose Geranium and Peppermint are combined to protect you from unwanted energies. Great to wear around
negative people and situations. 10ml-$10.00 5ml- $5.00
#18 - Divination - Wear before using your Crystals, Rune Stones, Tarot
Cards or working with your dreams. Many Intuitive people love this oil.
This oil has received rave reviews! With Lemon Grass and Clary Sage.
10ml-$12.00 5ml- $6.00
#19 - Grounding - Feeling fuzzy or spacey? This oil is made to get you
back to earth. A luscious blend of Patchouli and Cypress. 10ml-$12.00
5ml- $6.00

Business Success and Prosperity
#20 - Quick Cash - I swear by this oil! I can tell when I don’t wear it! Look
for money to appear to you in many different ways. Savings, Trade-outs,
unforeseen luck where money is concerned. Made with Orange Blossoms, Cypress and Patchouli. 10ml-$12.00 5ml- $6.00
#21 - Business Success - This combination works like a charm. Put a
little in your cash register to attract business, or wear when you need
business success fast! With Basil and Orange Blossoms.
10ml-$12.00 5ml- $6.00
#22 - Good Luck - Chamomile has long been known to bring good luck.
Wear on your next casino trip, or just when you need good luck and
positive energies on your side. 10ml-$12.00 5ml- $6.00

The Herbal
Body
#23 - Headache Oil - This works fast. Simply
apply on the temples, forehead and behind
the ears for quick headache relief. Contains
Lavender and Peppermint. Works wonders with the Herbal Eye Pillow.
1 ounce - choose from: Regular formula- $13.00 Sinus formula- $ 14.00
Migraine formula- $ 14.00 (Please indicate choice when ordering)
#24 - Knees and Bees - An all purpose antibiotic, anti-inflammatory
which is good for cuts and burns, stings and bruises. Contains Lavender,
Tea Tree and Juniper Berries. 1 ounce - $14.00

Need to
Limber Up?
Try one of the Magical Garden’s Most
POPULAR Products - ARTHRITIS OIL!
#25 - Arthritis Oil - This is a special blend of Thyme, Peppermint, Eucalyptus, Cypress and Lavender. It is very helpful in reducing inflammation and pain. Helps the muscles and joints to move more freely.
1 ounce $15.00
#26 - Tiger Oil - Another favorite used
by athletes and people who like to work
out. This blend warms the muscles up
helping to prevent injuries. This oil has
Rosemary, Thyme, Peppermint, and
Marjoram. Highly recommended by
Kelly's husband, (right) a hockey
goaltender who plays 2-3 times a week
at age 51! 1 ounce $15.00

#27 - Aunt Kelly’s Tummy Rub This is a soothing blend of Fennel
and Peppermint that helps reduce
gas and bloating. It also works great
for nausea and hang-overs.
1 ounce - $13.00
#28 - Fertility Oil - I have seen quite
a lot of woman use this oil with
success. It helps regulate the female
hormonal system, bring on healthy
periods and increased fertility.
This ancient remedy contains Rose
Geranium and Clary Sage. Complete with directions. 1 ounce $20.00
#29 - Grandma’s Remedy for Ladies - Sage Women magazine gave
this a great review! Perfect for
cramping and bloating. Makes a
great bath oil and promotes a positive attitude. With the comfort of
Clary Sage, Peppermint and Lavender. 1 ounce - $15.00
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Herbal Eye Pillows
These go like crazy. My eye pillows soothe your eyes and relieve the
every day stress and strain. You will feel better in minutes. Works wonders for a headache. Combine it with our Headache Oil, and you’ll be
better in no time. Re-scent with your favorite fragrance. Choose from
Lavender or Peppermint - $8.00 each # 31-Lavender #32- Peppermint

Testimonials
From SAGE WOMAN Magazine, Spring 2000: "Wow, this stuff is great! The
minute I opened the box containing these perfumed oils, I knew they were something special. In attractively packaged bottles, Kelly's Magical Garden perfumed
oil blends smell absolutely delicious and what's more they work!
I used the Magical Energy oil blend for anointing at our Samhain circle; all my
coven sisters remarked on 'the clean, light' fragrance. For myself, I felt instantly
grounded just smelling it. The Divination oil blend is citrusy and minty, and I
could feel my 'vision' open when stroking it on my third eye before reading cards.
I often use Aromatherapy for my moontime cramps and Grandma's Remedy for
Ladies oil blend, added to my bath, was soothing, energizing and really eased my
cramps.
For use in ritual baths and for anointing, these oils really are a treat. Far
superior to commercial brands, which are frequently both cloying and shortlived, these oils are light yet lasting, and you can feel the loving intent that
went into them. I recommend these oils highly; I plan to use mine for my
solitary and coven workings from now on." - reviewed by Leni Austine
Comments From Recent Clients: “Kelly, thanks so much for such prompt
service. The Arthritis oil is hard to believe! One little swipe and that bothersome
ache was GONE. A lot of people wouldn’t believe it, but I know you will! And
it hasn’t returned.” M. Wood
“No need to experience pain! We have tried Kelly’s Sinus and her Arthritis oil. We
breathe easier and those muscles actually move without pain.” Jan & Paul Wren
“I just wanted to thank you for the After Death Communications class. I truly
enjoyed it and am looking forward to taking additional classes with you........The
best thing about your class was your openness and honesty. Thanks again."
Deborah
“Thank you for doing what you do. I feel truly blessed having met you
yesterday..........I am a huge animal lover and will be contacting you soon about
animal communication, Thank you and GOD BLESS YOU.....” Jackie B.
“Wow, last night was an amazing experience. I’ve been reflecting on my experience constantly since we left you........I asked my angels for help finding something, and guess what? I found it! I feel changed somehow from last night’s
experience! Today my body is tired, but my spirit is soaring. I feel such a warm
glow inside me. Thank you!” Cathy S.
“Professors Blend is a wonderful oil! I have noticed that I am more attentive and
ready to study with the use of this. I am able to concentrate and my mind is more
open to accept the information. This has been a huge asset to my studies-wouldn’t
study without it!” Heather O.

W O R K S H O P S

At the Garden
The Magical Garden offers a variety of workshops
to help you with your spiritual quest. These workshops are small and intimate. You will learn a lot
about yourself and be infused with fascinating
knowledge that can transform your life. Some
workshops are even available on line.
Kelly, an accomplished public speaker and teacher,
has presented many classes over the years using
her casual and enlightening style. Subjects include: Communicating with Your Angels, After
Death Communication, Dreams, Your Hidden
World, Developing your Intuition, Animal Communication, Past Life Regression, Working with
your Crystals and Gemstones, Creative Visualization and more. Kelly is also a Reiki master and
offers instruction in this wonderful healing art.
If you would like to schedule a private class for
you and your friends, it can easily be arranged.
Certain presentations can be structured to suit
large gatherings; please contact Kelly for details
and rates.
For more information on upcoming workshops,
please visit www.kellysmagicalgarden.com or call
for a current class schedule and availability.

Kelly's
MAGICAL
GARDEN

"Walk into my enchanted garden, where the delicate fragrance
of herbs and flowers drifts
through the air, transforming
you into a pleasant state of mind.
As an artist must blend his colors, so must I blend my scents."
- Kelly L Weaver

